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JERUSALEM: A vulture captured in
Lebanon on suspicion of spying for Israel
has been returned home with the help of
the United Nations, Israeli authorities said
yesterday. “In a discreet operation with
the Lebanese and with the great help of
UN forces and the UN liaison unit, the
Israel Nature and Parks Authority was
able to return the vulture that was caught
a few days ago by villagers of Bint Jbeil,
Lebanon,” the authority said in a state-
ment.

The UN acted as a go-between in
negotiations between the Lebanese and
the Gamla Nature Reserve where the bird
lived before it flew across the border, it
added. “The attempts were successful
and yesterday evening at a meeting at
the border at Rosh Hanikra the vulture
was returned in reasonable health by UN
officers,” the statement said, referring to
an area in northern Israel.

The bird was “said to be weak and
with minor injuries” and had been taken
for treatment. The Nature and Parks
Authority issued a photograph of the bird
being handed over by uniformed mem-
bers of the UN peacekeeping force in
Lebanon, or UNIFIL.

It had first raised concerns over the
vulture on Tuesday after images shared
on social media appeared to show the
bird with an Israeli identification ring and
location transmitter captured by the vil-
lagers. The authority at the time said the
villagers had suspected espionage due to
the transmitter but the bintjbeil.org news
portal said the bird had been freed after it
was deemed not to pose any threat.

The vulture had crossed the border
some days before and flown about four
kilometres (2.5 miles) into Lebanon, the
authority said. Israel and Lebanon are
technically at war and the UNIFIL peace-
keepers monitor their disputed border.
Citizens of the two countries are banned
from communicating by law.

Conspiracy theories are endemic in
the Middle East, particularly when it
comes to Israel’s spying activities. Last
summer, Palestinian media reported
claims by the Gaza Strip’s Hamas rulers
that they had apprehended a dolphin off
their Mediterranean coastline, equipped
with video cameras for an Israeli spying
mission.

In 2011, Saudi media reported that a
vulture carrying a GPS transmitter and an

identification ring from Tel Aviv
University had been detained by security
forces who suspected it was being used
for espionage. And in 2010, Israel’s for-

eign ministry dismissed Egyptian reports
linking a spate of Red Sea shark attacks to
the country’s Mossad intelligence
agency.  — AFP

JERUSALEM: The United States and Britain
have monitored secret sorties and communi-
cations by Israel’s air force in a hacking opera-
tion dating back to 1998, according to docu-
ments attributed to leaks by former US spy
agency contractor Edward Snowden.

Israel voiced disappointment at the dis-
closures, which were published yesterday in
three media outlets and might further strain
relations with Washington after years of
feuding over strategies on Iran and the
Palestinians. Israel’s Yedioth Ahronoth daily
said the US  National Security Agency, which
specialises in electronic surveillance, and its
British counterpart GCHQ spied on Israeli air
force missions against the Palestinian
enclave Gaza, Syria and Iran.

The spy operation, codenamed
“Anarchist”, was run out of a Cyprus base and
targeted other Middle East states too, it said.

Its findings were mirrored by stories in
Germany’s Der Spiegel newsmagazine and
the online publication The Intercept, which
lists Snowden confidant Glenn Greenwald
among its associates. “This access is indispen-
sable for maintaining an understanding of
Israeli military training and operations and
thus an insight to possible future develop-
ments in the region,” The Intercept quoted a
classified GCHQ report as saying in 2008.

That year, Israel went to war against
Hamas guerrillas in Gaza and began issuing
increasingly vocal threats to attack Iranian
nuclear facilities if it deemed international
diplomacy insufficient to deny its arch-foe
the means of making a bomb.

Asked for comment, the United States
and Britain said through spokespeople for
their embassies in Israel that they do not
publicly discuss intelligence matters.

NOT “DEEPEST KINGDOM OF SECRETS”
Israeli Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz, a

member of Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s security cabinet, sought to play
down the potential damage but said lessons
would be learned.

“I do not think that this is the deepest
kingdom of secrets, but it is certainly some-
thing that should not happen, which is
unpleasant,” he told Israel’s Army Radio. “We
will now have to look and consider changing
the encryption, certainly.”

With the Netanyahu government and
Obama administration at loggerheads over
the U.S.-led nuclear agreement with Iran,
there have been a series of high-profile
media exposes in recent months alleging
mutual espionage between the allies.

Israel insists that it ceased such missions
since it ran US Navy analyst Jonathan Pollard
as an agent in the 1980s. “We know that the
Americans spy on the whole world, and also
on us, also on their friends,” Steinitz said. “But
still, it is disappointing, inter alia because,
going back decades already, we have not
spied nor collected intelligence nor hacked
encryptions in the United States.”

The Intercept report included what it said
were images of armed Israeli drones hacked
from onboard cameras’ live feeds. Israel nei-
ther confirms nor denies having armed
drones, though one of its senior military offi-
cers was quoted as acknowledging their exis-
tence in a 2010 US diplomatic cable that was
previously disseminated by WikiLeaks.
Yedioth said that the hacking revelations
could hurt Israeli drone sales to Germany
should Berlin worry about the aircraft net-
works’ security. But Steinitz brushed off that
possibility.  “Every country carries out its own
encryption,” he said.

Germany said on Jan 12 it would lease
Heron TP drones from state-owned Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI).  — Reuters

US, British spies hacked 
Israeli air force: Snowden
Israel ‘disappointed’ by spying, may overhaul security

Germany tightens asylum 
rules to limit refugee influx
BERLIN: Germany moved to tighten its asylum laws to slow a record
migrant influx as Chancellor Angela Merkel sought to bridge deep
European rifts over the crisis in talks with Italy’s Matteo Renzi yester-
day.

Late Thursday, Merkel’s coalition government, after months of
wrangling, hammered out a deal to limit numbers by blocking some
migrant family reunifications and declaring three North African
nations “safe countries of origin.” The agreement means citizens of
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia will have little chance of gaining politi-
cal asylum, echoing steps Germany took for several Balkans countries
last year.

Germany will also block family reunifications for two years for
rejected asylum seekers who can’t be deported because they face the
threat of torture or the death penalty in their own country.

Merkel’s cabinet should sign off on the measures next week
before parliament passes them into law, Interior Minister Thomas de
Maiziere said yesterday. After a decade in power, Merkel has come
under fierce pressure to reverse her open-arms migrant policy, with
emotions heightened after a rash of sex assaults in Cologne on New
Year’s Eve police blamed on North Africans.

Merkel has seen her long-stellar poll ratings slide ahead of three
state elections in March. A poll published Friday by news weekly
Focus found that 40 percent of respondents want Merkel to resign.

‘Window of opportunity’ 
Across Europe, debate has raged on how to handle the biggest

migrant wave since World War II, with Sweden and Finland announc-
ing plans to deport tens of thousands of failed asylum seekers.

Several eastern European countries have sealed their borders, and
Hungary’s hardline Prime Minister Victor Orban reiterated yesterday
that “migration is a security issue”, linking it to “the threat of terrorism
and crime”. Bulgarian Prime Minister Bokyo Borisov has demanded
the closure of the external borders of the passport-free Schengen
area, arguing that rather than spend money on migrants, Europe
should stop them from coming. In Germany, the inflow has fallen
from thousands to hundreds a day in recent weeks as winter sets in,
and the government is desperate to keep it that way.

“Perhaps the weather was particularly bad this year, the meteorol-
ogists will tell us one day,” said Merkel’s migrant policy coordinator
Peter Altmaier. “But above all, we must seize the window of opportu-
nity that has opened ...  Our goal must be for refugees numbers not
to rise again after the end of the winter storms but for them to keep
going down.” Merkel has refused to set an upper limit for refugee
numbers or to close German borders-but she has promised a “tangi-
ble reduction” of arrivals. Key planks of her policy involve EU and
international cooperation-from spreading refugees more equitably
across the EU via ‘hotspot’ first-registration centres, to better guard-
ing the bloc’s outside borders, to striking a deal with Turkey to limit
migrant flows from Syria, Iraq and beyond. — AFP

GAZA CITY: Palestinian Hamas militants attend the funeral of the sev-
en Hamas militants killed after a tunnel, built for fighting Israel col-
lapsed, in Gaza City yesterday. — AFP

TEL AVIV: A vulture is seen after receiving treatment at a veterinary
clinic in the Wildlife Hospital of Ramat Gan Zoo Safari near Tel Aviv,
yesterday. — AFP
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